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Abstract
Many access control policy languages, e.g., XACML, allow a policy to contain multiple sub-policies,
andtheresultofthepolicyonarequestisdeterminedbycombiningtheresultsofthesub-policiesaccord-
ing to some policy combining algorithms (PCAs). Existing access control policy languages, however, do
not provide a formal language for specifying PCAs. As a result, it is difﬁcult to extend them with new
PCAs. The lacking of a formal approach also makes the design of combining algorithms in XACML
plagued with issues and subtleties that can be confusing and surprising for policy authors. Motivated by
the need to provide a ﬂexible and user-friendly mechanism for specifying PCAs, we propose a policy
combining language PCL, which can succinctly and precisely express a variety of PCAs. We show that
our approach avoids the pitfalls of XACML and that it is expressive enough to express both PCAs in
XACML and other natural PCAs. A policy evaluation engine only needs to understand PCL to evaluate
anyPCAspeciﬁedinit. Inparticular, wemodeltheevaluationofPCAsusingﬁnitestateautomata. Using
techniques from automata theory, we also develop systematic policy evaluation optimization techniques
that improve evaluation efﬁciency.
1 Introduction
Many access control policy languages allow a policy to contain multiple sub-policies, and the effect of the
policy on a request is determined by combining the effects of the sub-policies according to some strategy.
Examples of such policy languages include XACML [17], XACL [8], EPAL [1], SPL [13], and ﬁrewall
policies. Existing languages usually specify a ﬁxed set of policy combining algorithms (PCAs), but none of
them provides a formal language for specifying new PCAs. For example, ﬁrewall policy languages typically
use the ﬁrst-applicable strategy to combine results from rules; that is, the decision for a request is decided by
the ﬁrst rule applicable to the request. Among existing policy languages, XACML offers the most ﬂexible
approach which consists of four strategies: deny-overrides, permit-overrides, ﬁrst-applicable, and only-one-
applicable. However, many other interesting strategies exist as shown by the following examples.
Weak consensus. Sub-policies should not conﬂict with each other: Permit a request if some sub-policies
permit a request, and no sub-policy denies it. Deny a request if some sub-policies deny
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1a request, and no sub-policy permits it. Yield a value indicating conﬂict if some permit and some deny.
Strong consensus. All sub-policies must agree: Permit a request if all sub-policies permit a request. Deny
a request if all sub-policies deny a request. Yield conﬂict otherwise.
This differs from weak-consensus because a sub-policy may neither permit nor deny a request, i.e., it
may not be applicable to the request. When some sub-policies permit a request and others are not applicable
to it, weak consensus permits the request, but strong consensus yields conﬂict.
Weak majority. A decision (permit or deny) wins if it has more votes than the opposite. Permit (deny,
resp.) a request if the number of sub-policies permitting (denying, resp.) the request is greater than the
number of sub-policies denying (permitting, resp.).
Strong permit majority. Require majority to permit a request. Permit a request if over half sub-policies
permit it, and deny the request otherwise.
Furthermore, for each of the four strategies XACML supports, there are several variants that differ in
some details, as we will show later in this paper. For each strategy, XACML chooses one variant while other
variants appear equally (and sometimes more) appropriate. Therefore, it is important that such variants can
also be speciﬁed and used.
XACML explicitly allows additional user-deﬁned combining algorithms. However, it does not provide
a standard approach (or speciﬁcation language) for doing so. In fact, even the standard XACML PCAs are
speciﬁed using natural language and pseudo-code, which are not suitable for automatic processing. Note
that for any PCA to be effective, it must be understood by the policy evaluation engine. Without a for-
mal speciﬁcation language, each new PCA must be hard-coded by programmers in every policy evaluation
engine. This makes wide deployment of user-deﬁned PCAs infeasible in practice.
Motivated by the need to provide a ﬂexible and user-friendly mechanism for specifying PCAs, we pro-
pose the Policy Combining Language (PCL), which can succinctly and precisely express a variety of PCAs.
We show that all the standard combining algorithms in XACML as well as variants of them can be speci-
ﬁed in PCL. Also, many other algorithms like those based on weak consensus and strong consensus can be
speciﬁed by PCL. By using PCL, the policy evaluation engine now only needs to understand one language
and can easily evaluate policies using any PCA speciﬁed in this language. In particular, the evaluation of
PCAs speciﬁed in PCL is modeled as a ﬁnite state automata. Based on automata theory, we develop novel
evaluation techniques that can optimize the evaluation of any PCA according to its formal speciﬁcation.
The link we established between PCL and the theory of formal languages via automata theory enables us
to study the expressive power and limitation of PCL. We show that strategies that require counting, such as
weak majority and strong permit majority, cannot be expressed in PCL. We then discuss possible extensions
to PCL to express such strategies and the limitations of these extensions. Our contributions are summarized
as follows:
 We provide a detailed analysis of policy combining algorithms in XACML, identify several problem-
atic cases, and pinpoint their causes.
 WedevelopasimpleandﬂexiblelanguagePCL.ThecoreofaPCAspeciﬁedinPCLisabinarypolicy
combining operator (PCO) that combines two policies. A binary PCO is extended in a natural way
to combine multiple policies. We use a novel approach of systematically treating policy evaluation
errors as uncertainty over a set of possible values. Though PCL is primarily motivated by XACML,
the underlying formalism and approaches can be applied to other languages.
 We develop a generic evaluation optimization technique. It can automatically optimize the evaluation
of any PCA speciﬁed in PCL. For the standard PCAs in XACML, our approach performs signiﬁcantly
more kinds of optimizations than current XACML implementations [15, 7]. In other words, existing
XACML implementations can beneﬁt from our techniques even before adopting PCL.
 We also propose an XML syntax for PCL and ways for PCL to be integrated to XACML.
2The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze PCAs in XACML. In Section 3,
we introduce the language PCL. We then discuss optimization techniques for policy evaluation in Section 4.
In Section 5, we discuss the expressive power of PCL and extensions to PCL. In Section 6, we discuss how
this work may impact XACML. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
2 Policy Combination in XACML
In this section, we analyze policy combining strategies adopted in XACML. Our descriptions are based
on XACML 2.0 [17], and they remain accurate for the current draft XACML 3.0. We ﬁrst illustrate the
complexity and subtleties of policy combining in XACML, analyze its design rationale, and then identify
several critical issues and pinpoint the causes of those issues. Such analysis helps illustrate the challenges
and requirements that need to be addressed by PCL.
2.1 XACML Policy Structure
XACML [17] is the OASIS standard language for the speciﬁcation of access control policies.
Rules, policies, and policy sets. XACML deﬁnes three policy elements: rule, policy, and policy set. A rule
isthemostbasicpolicyelement; ithasthreemaincomponents: atarget, acondition, andaneffect. Thetarget
deﬁnes a set of subjects, resources and actions that the rule applies to; the condition speciﬁes restrictions on
the attributes in the target and reﬁnes the applicability of the rule; the effect is either Permit, in which case
we call the rule a permit rule, or Deny, in which case we call it a deny rule. If a request satisﬁes both the rule
target and rule condition, the rule is applicable to the request and yields the decision speciﬁed by the effect
element; otherwise, the rule is not applicable to the request and yields the decision NotApplicable.
A policy consists of four main components: a target, a rule-combining algorithm (RCA), a set of rules,
and obligations. The policy target decides whether a request is applicable to the policy and it has similar
structure as the rule target. The RCA speciﬁes how the decisions from the rules are combined to yield
one decision. The obligations represent functions to be executed in conjunction with the enforcement of
an authorization decision. We ignore obligations in this paper as it is not related to policy combining in
XACML.
A policy set also has four main components: a target, a policy-combining algorithm (PCA), a set of
sub-policies, and obligations. A sub-policy can be either a policy or a policy set. The PCA speciﬁes how
the results of evaluating the sub-policies are combined to yield one decision.
Dataﬂow model. A dataﬂow model for XACML is given in Figure 1. (This shows only elements relevant
to our discussion. The complete dataﬂow model [17] contains more elements.) Major actors in the dataﬂow
model are the Context Handler, the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), the Policy Decision Point (PDP), and
the Policy Information Point (PIP).
When an access request is received, the PEP sends the request to the PDP via the context handler. To
determine whether a request should be permitted, the PDP may need additional information about subjects,
resources, actions and environment attributes from the PIP. Once the PDP receives the required information
from the PIP, it makes a decision according to the policies and returns the result to the PEP. Depending on
the response received from the PDP, the PEP may either permit the request or deny it.
Several kinds of errors may occur during policy evaluation. Some are due to network communication
and database querying. For example, the PIP may be down and thus unable to answer queries from the
PDP. Some are due to erroneous policies. For example, the condition of a rule may perform a division by 0.
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Figure 1: XACML dataﬂow diagram
Others are due to missing attributes. For example, evaluating a policy that denies a request if the subject’s
income level is below a threshold yields an error if the income information is not provided. When this policy
is a sub-policy of a policy-set that permits a request if the subject is a member of a particular club, the income
information is not necessary for the overall policy to permit the request. Hence, a requestor may provide
only proof of his club membership but no information about his income, resulting in an evaluation error. In
all the above cases, the PDP does not have enough information to determine whether a policy applies to the
access request. It is the responsibility of the PCA to handle such errors.
2.2 Rule and Policy Combining Algorithms
In XACML, a rule, a policy, or a policy set returns one of the following four decisions for each request: P
(Permit), D (Deny), NA (NotApplicable), and Ind (Indeterminate). The value Ind is overloaded
with several meanings. It can represent an error, or an unresolved conﬂict during policy evaluation.
For one request, there may be multiple rules and policies that are applicable, and they may yield dif-
ferent decisions. To resolve the conﬂict of those decisions, XACML provides ﬁve standard RCAs and six
standard PCAs. They are “Deny-overrides”, “Ordered-deny-overrides”, “Permit-overrides”, “Ordered-
permit-overrides”, “First-applicable” and “Only-one-applicable” (“Only-one-applicable’ is only deﬁned
as aPCA). Ordered-deny-overridesand ordered-permit-overrides arethe sameas deny-overrides andpermit-
overrides, respectively, except that rules and policies have to be evaluated in the order they appear.
While the intuition of these combining algorithms are easy to understand and formalize, the full speci-
ﬁcations of these algorithms are quite complicated and have subtleties which are often ignored by existing
attempts to formalize them. In what follows we illustrate the subtleties and problematic cases of these
algorithms, and show that these are caused by the overloading of Ind.
Deny-overrides RCA. The “Deny-overrides” RCA prefers D to P to NA. That is, if any rule evaluates to
D, the result is D; otherwise if no rule evaluates to D, some rules evaluate to P, and the rest evaluate to NA,
the result is P; and if all rules evaluate to NA, the result is NA. We write this as D>P>NA.
When the evaluation of a rule encounters an error, the RCA treats the result of this rule as Ind. The
treatment of Ind, however, depends on whether the Ind is from a permit rule or a deny rule. When the Ind is
from a permit rule, the RCA uses D>P>Ind>NA, and when the Ind is from a deny rule, the RCA uses
4D>Ind>P>NA.
The reason for this treatment is not explained in the ofﬁcial XACML standard speciﬁcations. Our
understanding is as follows. When a permit rule results in Ind, this means that the evaluation of the target or
condition of the rule encounters an error; as a result, we are uncertain whether this rule is applicable or not.
When this rule is applicable, this rule returns P; when this rule is not applicable, this rule returns NA. These
are the only two cases, and in either case, we can conclude that the request could be permitted if another
permit rule applies to the request. In other words, we can view Ind here as representing uncertainty over
fP;NAg, and because we have P > NA, we can derive P > Ind > NA. When Ind is from a deny rule, it is
treated as uncertainty over fD;NAg. Since it is possible that the request will be denied by this deny rule if
there is no error, P cannot override Ind, but D can; hence D > Ind > P.
Issue 1 In XACML, Ind is treated differently depending on which context Ind is from. This complicates the
speciﬁcation and understanding of the RCAs.
The above issue is caused by the fact that Ind is overloaded. At the level of rules, Ind can represent either
uncertainty over fP;NAg or uncertainty over fD;NAg.
Deny-overrides PCA. Like its RCA counterpart, “Deny-overrides” PCA also uses D>P>NA; however,
it treats Ind differently. The PCA treats Ind as always equivalent to D. Presumably, this is because of the
following reasons. The PCA combines results from multiple policies, and an Ind value from a policy could
be due to various reasons like errors or conﬂicts. As the PCA does not have enough knowledge about the
exact cause of the Ind, it conservatively treats this as a potential deny. Further, since deny-overrides prefers
deny, this PCA treats a potential deny as deny.
However, treating Ind as D is problematic. A more natural order could beD>Ind>P which is consistent
with the previous RCA case (when Ind is caused by error in a deny rule). This difference becomes signiﬁcant
when we consider the interaction between the PDP and the PEP in Section 2.3.
To illustrate why XACML’s design is undesirable, we consider the following example, where a request
is denied by XACML, but arguably should be permitted.
Example 1 Consider a request q and the following policy set:
S = Deny-overrides(P1=Deny-overrides(R1;R2); P2);
where S consists of two policies P1 and P2, and P1 consists of two rules R1 and R2 (see Figure 2). Suppose
that R1 is a deny rule that does not apply to q, R2 is a permit rule the evaluation of which on q encounters an
error, and P2 is a policy that permits q. Thus, R1 gives NA, and R2 gives Ind; according to RCA semantics,
P1 gives Ind. According to the PCA semantics, S denies the request. However, this is undesirable for the
following reasons. Among R1, R2, and P2, the only deny rule (R1) does not apply to q and P2 permits q.
There is no reason for denying the request. This becomes clearer if we consider the cause of the value Ind
which is the uncertainty of whether R2 is applicable or not. When R2 is applicable, R2 permits the request,
so does P1. Since both P1 and P2 permit the request, so should S. When R2 is not applicable, the policy P1
is not applicable. Since P2 permits the request and P > NA in deny-overrides, S should permit the request.
While whether the request should be permitted or denied in the above example may be subject to debate,
the fact that one can plausibly argue for permit while XACML gives deny indicates problems, because a
policy author may expect one result while getting the other. We summarize this problem as Issue 2.
Issue 2 There are plausible ways to treat Ind that are not allowed by XACML.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of policy set S in Example 1.
We observe that this problem is again caused by the overloading of Ind. At the rule level, one can ﬁnd
out the underlying causes of Ind, and handle it accordingly. At the policy level, one does not know what Ind
represents, and thus has to treat it with insufﬁcient knowledge.
Permit-overrides. The “Permit-overrides” RCA is similar to the “Deny-overrides” RCA, except that the
preference is P>D>NA. The Ind is also treated similarly as uncertainty. That is, if Ind is from a permit
rule, we have P>Ind>D>NA, and if Ind is from a deny rule, we have P>D>Ind>NA.
The “Permit-overrides” PCA uses P > D > Ind > NA to handle Ind. Here, we have an asymmetry
between “Deny-overrides” PCA and “Permit-overrides” PCA. The former treats Ind as D (and is preferred
over P), while the latter not only doesn’t treat Ind as P but also treats it as less preferred than D. Recall that
the cause of an Ind could be uncertainty over fP;NAg, preferring D over Ind goes against the name “Permit-
overrides”. One could argue that P>Ind>D>NA is a more natural choice for the “Permit-overrides” PCA.
In any case, this asymmetry may be confusing and surprising for policy authors.
Issue 3 In XACML, the treatments of Ind in Permit-overrides and Deny-overrides are asymmetric, while the
two algorithms give the impression of being symmetric.
First-applicable. The “First-applicable” RCA returns the effect of the ﬁrst applicable rule as the combining
result if no errors occur. Whenever an error occurs during the rule evaluation, the RCA returns Ind. One
could easily argue that the “First-applicable” RCA should be deﬁned in a different way. Following the spirit
that an error occurring at a permit rule evaluation means uncertainty about fP;NAg, if the next rule permits
the request (it has a permit effect and is applicable), the policy should return P (rather than Ind), as the
request will be permitted whether the ﬁrst rule applies or not. This is another case of Issue 2. The same
argument applies to the “First-applicable” PCA.
Only-one-applicable. The “Only-one-applicable” PCA returns the effect of the unique policy in the policy
set which applies to the request. If there are more than one applicable policies, the PCA reports the conﬂict
by returning Ind. Furthermore, if an error occurs during evaluation of any policy, the PCA also returns
Ind. We can observe that the meanings of Ind in the above two cases are different. The former represents a
conﬂict that the PCA cannot resolve, and the latter reﬂects an uncertainty caused by an error.
Empty policies. When a policy or a policy set is empty, the combining result is always NA, according to
the pseudo-code of the combining algorithms in XACML.
62.3 Interaction Between PDP and PEP
The PDP returns a value in fP;D;NA;Indg to the PEP, and the PEP decides whether to permit or deny a
request. XACML deﬁnes three types of PEPs: Base PEP , Deny-based PEP , and Permit-based PEP . All
PEPs yield the permit (or deny) decision if the value returned by the PDP is P (or D). The difference among
these PEPs lies in the way they handle NA and Ind. The Base PEP’s behavior is undeﬁned when receiving
NA or Ind. The Deny-based PEP treats NA and Ind as Deny, while the Permit-based PEP treats NA and Ind
as Permit.
Consider again Example 1, for which we argued that the request should be permitted whereas XACML
returns D. If one used the Permit-based PEP and changed the deﬁnition of the “Deny-overrides” PCA to
D>Ind>P>NA, then the request would be permitted. However, there are still other situations in which a
request should arguably be denied but is permitted by the PEP.
The problem is due to the fact that, as we have seen earlier, the returning result Ind has very differ-
ent meanings for different PCAs or even for the same PCA. For example, Ind may represent an error on
policy target evaluation, an error when evaluating a Deny rule (which implies a potential Deny), an error
when evaluating a Permit rule (which implies a potential Permit), a conﬂict when using “Only-one-
applicable” PCA (more than one policy are applicable, could be two Deny, two Permit, or one Deny and
one Permit). It is unclear why the Deny-based PEP (or the Permit-based PEP) treats all the cases in the
same way.
Issue 4 There are plausible interactions between PDP and PEP that cannot be achieved in XACML, because
when the Ind value is returned by PDP, the PEP has too little information.
3 The Policy Combining Language PCL
Solving the aforementioned problems in XACML and being able to express a wider class of PCAs are the
main design goals of PCL. More speciﬁcally, we have the following design requirements.
1. One should be able to specify the exact behavior of current XACML PCAs and RCAs, even though
we have argued that some behavior may be less desirable than other alternatives. This is necessary for
backward compatibility, which we believe is critical for ease of deployment and adoption of PCL in
XACML.
2. One should be able to specify some of the alternatives that we argue to be more natural (e.g., P >
Ind>D>NA for permit-overrides PCA).
3. One should be able to specify PCAs that consider the root cause of Ind and resolve it accordingly. For
example, the deny-overrides-based PCA should permit the request as shown in Example 1.
4. One should be able to specify as many other natural PCAs as possible, such as the ones presented in
Section 1.
5. The speciﬁcation should be concise, precise, and user-friendly.
Requirement 5 conﬂicts with the other 4 requirements on expressive power. PCL achieves requirements
1, 2, and 3, and can express weak consensus and strong consensus as presented in Section 1. However, in
order to keep PCL simple and user-friendly, we sacriﬁce some expressive power, and PCL is thus unable to
express weak majority or strong permit majority, which requires the ability to count. We will discuss how
to extend PCL to express the two strategies in Section 5.
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speciﬁcation of RCA and PCA; they are speciﬁed in the same way in PCL. Therefore from now on, we use
the term PCA to mean both RCA and PCA.
3.1 Overview of PCL
As discussed in Section 2, the overloading of Ind causes many problems during policy combining in
XACML. A straightforward approach is to replace Ind with different values in different situations. For
example, one can use a value to denote conﬂict when two policies are applicable to the request and the only-
one-applicable PCA is adopted, another value to denote uncertainty over fP;NAg, and yet another value to
denote uncertainty over fD;NAg. Using such a six-valued approach, however, has a number of problems.
First, the more values are used, the more difﬁcult it is to specify and understand a PCA. Second, treating
uncertainty over fP;NAg as a new value, say P=NA, means that one could specify how P=NA combines
with other values in an arbitrary way. For example, suppose that the combination result of NA and D and
the combination result of P and D are both deﬁned as D. Considering the inherent semantic requirement,
the combination of fP;NAg with D should be D. However, treating P/NA as a new value, one can specify
the combination result to be any value other than D. Third, six values are insufﬁcient for representing all
situations during policy evaluation. Consider the case of combining the value of uncertainty over fP;NAg
with the value of uncertainty over fD;NAg using the deny-overrides PCA. The combination result should
be the uncertainty over fP;D;NAg when performing the case by case analysis and we can observe that this
is a new situation not represented by any of the six values. Similarly, when using the ﬁrst-applicable PCA,
an uncertainty over fP;NAg followed by a D represents an uncertainty over fP;Dg, which is yet another
new situation. Note that the value fP;Dg here does not mean a conﬂict between P and D. It indicates that
it is uncertain whether P or D should be the ﬁnal result, but it is certain that only one of them is the result.
Our solution to this problem is to use only four values  = fP;D;NA;CFg, and to represent evaluation
errors as uncertainty denoted by non-singleton subsets of . Here the value CF means conﬂict. It represents
a conﬂict between two policies (or rules) that a PCA chooses not to resolve but to expose to a higher level.
Some example situations where conﬂicts may occur are listed as follows: (1) when the only-one-applicable
PCA is used, there will be a conﬂict if more than one policies apply to the request; (2) when the weak-
consensus PCA is used, there will be a conﬂict if one policy permits while another denies; (3) when the
strong-consensus PCA is used, there will be a conﬂict if one policy permits while another does not apply.
The reason we introduce CF is because Ind is overloaded and using CF is conceptually clearer. To integrate
PCL into XACML with minimal changes to XACML, one could use Ind to encode CF. We discuss this in
Appendix A.
Next, we present the technical foundations of PCL.
Policy combining operators. First, consider the case when a PCA is used to combine two policies (or
rules) assuming error-free evaluation. We call such a PCA a policy combining operator (PCO). A PCO g
can be represented as a binary operator g over the four values  = fP;D;NA;CFg, i.e., g :    ! . A
binary operator over the four values  = fP;D;NA;CFg can be expressed using a matrix. Some examples
of the matrix-representation of PCOs are shown in Figure 3.
While a matrix has 16 cells, in practice one does not have to give 16 pieces of information to specify one
PCO. More compact representations are possible. One can specify some matrices using an ordering, e.g.,
P>D>CF>NA for permit overrides. Or, one can exploit the fact that some matrices are symmetric. One
can also exploit the fact that all cells in some row or column of a matrix have the same value. Our proposed
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Figure 3: Figure of several PCOs in matrix and the corresponding general PCAs in the form of DFA.
XMLencodingofPCL,whichwillbediscussedinAppendixA, usestheseobservationsinspecifyingPCOs.
From PCO to PCA. In general, the number of policies a PCA needs to combine cannot be bounded at the
time when the PCA is speciﬁed. That is, a PCA should be a function + ! , where
+ = 
[
  
[
    
[

Therefore, we propose the following approach to construct a general PCA from a PCO.
Deﬁnition 1 Let  = fP;D;NA;CFg. Given a PCO g :    ! , its recursive PCA is the function
f : + !  deﬁned as follows:
 f(P1) = P1
 f(P1;P2) = g(P1;P2)
 f(P1;:::;Pn) = g(f(P1;:::;Pn 1);Pn), for n > 2.
According to this deﬁnition, combining a sequence of policies proceeds from the ﬁrst to the last. The
ﬁrst two are ﬁrst combined, the result of which is combined with the third, and so on. An alternative is deﬁne
f(P1;:::;Pn) = g(P1;f(P2;:::;Pn)). This expresses the same PCAs as Deﬁnition 1 when the operator g
is associative. All PCOs that we have encountered are associative. We choose our approach because the ﬁrst
to last ordering is more commonly used for combing policies. Also, when an operator is both commutative
and associative, one can combine the sub-policies in any order.
One can view the evaluation of a policy with such a PCA against a request q as a deterministic ﬁnite
automaton(DFA).Thecurrentstateisavaluein = fP;D;NA;CFg, representingtheresultofcombination
so far, and the input symbol is also one value in , representing the result of the next rule or policy on q.
When the evaluation terminates, the state of the automaton is the result of the combination. Examples of the
DFA-representation of four standard PCAs in XACML are shown in Figure 3. We will discuss how empty
policies (policies that contain no sub-policies) are handled in Section 3.2.
Note that the DFA corresponding to a PCA has  as its set of input symbols, and  [ fSg as its set of
states, where S denotes the start state. The transitions out of S is ﬁxed for all PCAs; on symbol x 2 , it
will go to the state x. Therefore, we omit the start state in Figure 3. All states in the DFA are accept states;
however, on which accept state a DFA stops is signiﬁcant. While a standard DFA deﬁnes one language,
our automaton simultaneously deﬁnes four languages, each corresponding to a state in fP;D;NA;CFg. For
9instance, if a string in + leads the automaton to end at state P (meaning the result of combination is to
permit the request), then that string is in the language corresponding to P.
Handling evaluation errors using uncertainty. So far we have discussed the PCA under the assumption
that there are no evaluation errors. We now take into account such errors. In particular, we treat errors
as uncertainty and allow each rule/policy/policy-set to evaluate to a subset of fP;D;NA;CFg. If an error
occurs when evaluating a permit rule, the result will be fP;NAg which means it is uncertain whether this
permit rule permits or is not applicable to the request. Similarly, a deny rule evaluates to fD;NAg when
evaluation of its target or condition encounters an error. The following deﬁnition speciﬁes how to combine
results that represent uncertainty.
Deﬁnition 2 Let  = fP;D;NA;CFg. Let   denote the set containing all non-empty subsets of , i.e.,
  = 2 n ;. The PCO g is extended to be a binary function g : 2    !  , deﬁned as follows.
g(1;2) = fg(1;2) j 1 2 1 ^ 2 2 2g; for 1;2 2  
g(;;) = ; for  2  
For example, assume that g is a “Deny-overrides” PCO (its matrix representation is shown in Figure 3). We
have
g(fP;NAg;fDg) = fg(P;D);g(NA;D)g = fDg
g(fP;NAg;fPg) = fg(P;P);g(NA;P)g = fPg
g(fP;NAg;fNAg) = fg(P;NA);g(NA;NA)g = fP;NAg
g(fD;NAg;fDg) = fg(D;D);g(NA;D)g = fDg
g(fD;NAg;fPg) = fg(D;P);g(NA;P)g = fD;Pg
g(fD;NAg;fNAg) = fg(D;NA);g(NA;NA)g = fD;NAg
It is worth noting that the behavior of the deny-overrides and permit-overrides RCA in XACML (as we
discussed in Section 2.2) can be explained using the above approach, assuming that uncertainty is treated as
Ind.
Given a PCO g, the behavior of the PCA using g can still be modeled using the ﬁnite state automata for
g. However, an important difference is that now each input to be combined may be a set consisting of two or
more values, e.g., fP;NAg. As a result, the next state may also be uncertain. We call this an uncertain-input
FSA. The behavior of such a automaton can be equivalently simulated by a DFA with 16 states and 15 input
symbols, where each state is a subset of  = fP;D;NA;CFg and each input is a non-empty subset of .
The initial state is the empty set ;, and the state transitions can be deﬁned according to Deﬁnition 2. Given a
state 1 and the input 2, the new state is given by g(1;2). All 16 states are accept states. Each non-empty
state deﬁnes a different language over +.
We observe that an uncertain-input FSA is conceptually related to but different from non-deterministic
ﬁnite state automaton (NFA), where the state transition is non-deterministic. In an uncertain-input FSA,
the state transition relation is deterministic, but we may have uncertain inputs. Converting an NFA to DFA
increases the number of states, but not the number of input symbols. Converting an uncertain-input FSA to
a DFA increases both the number of states and the number of input symbols.
We stress that our approach is different from an approach using 15 values. Our approach requires a
4-by-4 matrix for combining the four basic values, and infer the combining behavior of other, uncertain
values. Compared with a 15-valued approach, our approach implicitly rules out many 15-by-15 matrices as
illegal, and represent the legal ones compactly.
103.2 Additional Details of PCL
We have introduced the foundations of PCL. While our design of PCL is motivated by XACML, it can be
used in any policy language that needs to combine a possibly unbounded number of policies and/or needs
to consider policy evaluation errors. Next, we will discuss some additional issues that arise mostly for
compatibility considerations with XACML.
Order-preserving evaluation. XACML has ordered deny-overrides and permit-overrides. To be compat-
ible, PCL provides an option to specify whether the evaluation must follow the order of the original rules
(policies).
Pre-processing. We use uncertainty to handle errors occurring at the time of evaluation. However, to
specify PCAs to behave exactly the same as those in XACML (assuming that Ind is used to encode CF), we
need to allow errors to be handled in ways other than uncertainty. For example, using the ﬁrst-applicable
RCA in XACML, if we have two permit rules such that the ﬁrst one results in an error and the second one
is applicable, then our approach returns P. In order to return Ind (CF, actually) in this case, the information
that an error occurred needs to be maintained. To do so, we introduce an optional pre-processing step to a
PCA. One can specify that an uncertainty value resulted from a sub-policy is to be converted to one of P,
D, CF or NA before feeding it to the PCO. For instance, to simulate the behavior of ﬁrst-applicable RCA in
XACML using a PCA in PCL, one speciﬁes a pre-processing step that maps all uncertain values to CF.
Note that a PCA with a pre-processing step will not have any uncertain input, and hence we can use the
5-state DFA (the ﬁve states are fSg [ fP;D;NA;CFg) for policy evaluation.
In addition to achieving backward compatibility with XACML, pre-processing can also be useful for a
PCA that does not expect evaluation errors in the sub-policies and wants to always propagate errors up as
CF.
Post-processing. While the pre-processing step applies to each input result to be combined, the post-
processing step applies to the ﬁnal combining result.
There are two reasons for introducing a post-processing step in a PCA. The ﬁrst is to deal with empty
policies. In XACML, when there is no result to be combined, all PCAs result in NA. In PCL, an empty
policy results in ;, which we did not deﬁne as a valid input value in Deﬁnition 2. ; thus needs to be mapped
to another value. When no post-processing speciﬁcation is given, the default behavior is to map ; to fNAg.
The second reason is to enable interactions with existing PEPs. If a PDP returns an uncertain result to
a PEP that follows the current XACML standard, the PEP is not able to understand the result. In a post-
processing speciﬁcation, one can specify whether/how some of 16 possible results should be mapped to one
of P, D, NA, CF. Moreover, one can also specify whether the post-processing mapping should be always
applied or only be applied when the result is to be returned to the PEP.
We would like to point out that a PDP which returns the result without post-processing mapping allows
more ﬂexibility on the PEP-side. For example, ﬁner-grained permit-based PEP can be deﬁned in similar
ways as the post-processing speciﬁcation. One example PEP is as follows: Upon a returned decision   ,
permit the access if and only if  contains P but not D.
3.3 Expressing PCAs using PCL
In this section, we show that PCL can express the exact behavior of all the standard combining algorithms
provided by XACML as well as several other combination strategies. When expressing XACML we assume
that Indeterminate is used to replace CF.
11(a) Deny Overrides RCA
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P P D P
D D D D
NA P D NA
CF
(b) Permit Overrides RCA
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P P P P
D P D D
NA P D NA
CF
(c) Weak Consensus PCA
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P P CF P P
D CF D D D
NA P D NA CF
CF CF CF CF CF
(d) Strong Consensus PCA
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P P CF CF CF
D CF D CF CF
NA CF CF NA CF
CF CF CF CF CF
(e) Last-Applicable PCA
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P P D P CF
D P D D CF
NA P D NA CF
CF P D CF CF
Figure 4: PCOs in matrix using PCL
The XACML deny-overrides RCA can be expressed using the matrix in Figure 4(a), with no pre-
processing and a post-processing step that maps non-singleton sets to CF. The XACML deny-overrides
RCA essentially treats errors as uncertainty (see our discussion in Section 2.2), which is the same as PCL;
hence, no pre-processing is needed to map uncertain values to CF. Note that CF can never occur as an input,
because it cannot be the result of the evaluation of a rule; hence we do not need to specify the column for
CF. Further, as CF does not occur in the ﬁrst three rows, it can never be reached from the starting state;
hence we do not need to specify the row for CF.
The XACML deny-overrides PCA can be expressed using the matrix in Figure 3(a), with a pre-
processing step that maps all non-singleton sets (denoting evaluation errors) to CF, and a post-processing
step that maps CF to D. The XACML permit-overrides RCA can be expressed using the matrices in Fig-
ure 4(b), with no pre-processing and default post-processing (mapping ; to NA). The XACML permit-
overrides PCA can be expressed using the matrix in Figure 3(b), with a pre-processing step that maps
uncertain values to CF and default post-processing.
Ordered versions of the above RCAs and PCAs in XACML can be expressed by indicating order-
preserving evaluation in corresponding PCA speciﬁcations.
The ﬁrst-applicable RCA and PCA can be expressed using the matrix in Figure 3(c), with a pre-
processing step that maps non-singleton sets to CF and default post-processing. The only-one-applicable
PCA can be expressed using the matrix in Figure 3(d), with the same pre-processing and post-processing as
above.
Weak consensus and strong consensus can be expressed using the matrices in Figures 4 (c) and (d)
respectively, with a pre-processing step that maps uncertain values to NA for weak consensus and to CF for
strong consensus, and both with default post-processing. And a “last-applicable” strategy can be expressed
as well, using the matrix in Figure 4(e), even though policy combination occurs from ﬁrst to last.
4 Optimization Techniques
In many situations, one does not need to combine the results of all sub-policies before being able to reach
a decision for a request. For example, in ﬁrst-applicable PCA, one could return the decision of the ﬁrst
sub-policy that is applicable. This can be viewed as an optimization in the evaluation of the ﬁrst-applicable
PCA. The types of optimizations that can be performed depend on the nature of the PCA and the combining
result so far. Several such optimizations are present in the pseudo-code descriptions of the PCAs and RCAs
in the XACML standard. They are designed by humans based on analysis of the PCAs. PCL enables
the speciﬁcation of new PCAs; thus a challenging and interesting question is whether we can perform
optimizations automatically without human analysis of the PCAs. In this section, we develop a systematic
approach for optimized evaluations using techniques from automata theory.
124.1 Optimization Examples
Before presenting our algorithm for optimized evaluations for PCL, we ﬁrst look at a number of example
cases where optimizations can be performed.
Terminating values. In some PCAs, once a certain value is encountered, the result will never change,
no matter what values will be encountered in the future. As a result, one can stop the evaluation and
return. Examples of such cases include D for deny-overrides; P for permit-overrides; P, D, and CF for ﬁrst-
applicable; and CF for only-one-applicable and strong consensus. Terminating values can be discovered
from the PCO matrix. A value  2  is terminating if the row corresponding to it contains only .
Rule skipping. When a policy evaluation reaches certain state, there is no need to evaluate the remaining
permit rules (or deny rules). For example, when weak-consensus is used and the current state is P, i.e., one
applicable permit rule has been found, there is no need to evaluate other permit rules, one only needs to
evaluate deny rules.
Rule reordering. For some RCAs, it is beneﬁcial to evaluate deny rules before permit rules (or the other
way around). For example, when the deny-overrides RCA is used, deny rules should be evaluated before
permit rules; because once a deny rule is found to be applicable, the ﬁnal result is determined, but even after
a permit rule is found to be applicable, one still needs to evaluate the deny rules.
Nested evaluations. Nested policies provide additional opportunities for optimization. For example,
consider a policy that uses the permit-overrides PCA to combine its sub-policies. Suppose that the ﬁrst sub-
policy denies the request, then the state is fDg. For the next sub-policy, the evaluation engine only needs to
determine whether it yields a fPg, a non-singleton set containing fPg, or a subset of fD;NA;CFg. The state
will go to fPg, fP;Dg, or fDg respectively. Suppose that the next sub-policy uses a permit overrides RCA,
and one has evaluated all permit rules and has found that none of the permit rules is applicable. Normally,
the engine needs to evaluate the deny rules to determine whether to return D, NA, or CF. In this case,
however, the engine can skip all the deny rules, because the result will be a subset of fD;NA;CFg.
For another example, consider a policy that uses the only-one-applicable PCA in XACML, after the
engine has seen one sub-policy that permits or denies the request, it only needs to be able to tell whether
other sub-policies are applicable or not. This enables a number of optimizations when evaluating these sub-
policies. For instance, if a sub-policy uses the permit-overrides RCA, then the engine can stop after any
evaluation error, which will result in the overall PCA returning CF. For another instance, if a sub-policy (a
policy-set) uses the only-one-applicable PCA, then one can stop after any permit or deny is encountered.
Optimizations in XACML implementations. The pseudo-code in the XACML standard performs the
“terminating values” optimization, but not the other optimizations discussed above. The two XACML
implementations we have examined [15, 7] follow the pseudo-code in the standard, and do not perform
optimizations beyond terminating values.
4.2 Optimization Algorithms
Our optimization algorithm is based on the DFA-representation of a PCA. As we have seen in Section 3.1,
the evaluation procedure of a policy can be viewed as state transition in a DFA. When no pre-processing
is speciﬁed, policy evaluation errors are handled using uncertainty, and evaluating the PCA is modeled by
a 16-state DFA. When pre-processing is speciﬁed, policy evaluation errors are converted to one of the four
values, and evaluating the PCA is modeled by a 5-state DFA. Given an arbitrary PCA speciﬁed in PCL, the
algorithm constructs its corresponding DFA, and analyzes the properties of the DFA, and then uses these
13properties to optimize the evaluation. This way, the algorithm can automatically optimize any PCA speciﬁed
in PCL.
In what follows, we present the main idea of our optimization techniques. Detailed algorithms can be
found in Figures 7 and 8 in Appendix B.
DFAMinimization. Ina16-stateDFA,oftentimesonedoesnotneedtodistinguishamongall16outcomes.
When post-processing is used, the 16 outcomes are partitioned into equivalence classes that are mapped to
thesamevalueinthepost-processingstep. Forexample, inXACMLdeny-overridesRCAs, allnon-singleton
outcomes are mapped to fCFg. We can exploit this fact to simplify the DFA, reducing the number of states
and helping triggering other optimizations that we will discuss later.
We use standard DFA minimization techniques to do this. We ﬁrst calculate the set of all states reachable
from the starting state ;. We then partition these reachable states into groups based on the post-processing
step. If two states are mapped to the same value in post-processing, then they are in the same group.
States in the same group are marked as “indistinguishable”, while states in different partitions are marked
as “distinguishable”. Then, for each pair of indistinguishable states S1 and S2, we examine every possible
input to see if there is an input that leads the two states into two distinguishable states. If such an input exists,
we mark S1 and S2 “distinguishable”. We then keep repeating the second step until all pairs of states are
distinguishable or no more pair of distinguishable states can be found. Finally, we merge indistinguishable
states in a DFA.
This DFA minimization step needs to be performed when the PCA is ﬁrst encountered. One can store the
result and reuse it when encountering the PCA again. We point out that when one uses a PCA to combine
rules, one knows that there are only ﬁve possible outcomes from these rules; they are fPg, fDg, fNAg,
fP;NAg, and fD;NAg. This knowledge can help the DFA minimization process, as one only needs to
consider these ﬁve inputs, rather than all 16 inputs. This may result in more compact DFAs. Given a PCA,
one can create two minimized versions of it, one for combining rules, where there are ﬁve possible inputs,
and one for combining general policies (where there are 16 possible inputs).
In the discussions below, we assume that policy evaluation uses such minimized DFAs.
Terminating values. Given a DFA, a state is a terminating state if there is no edge leaving the state. This
indicates a terminating value, and the evaluation can terminate once such a state is reached.
Rule and policy evaluation skipping. When encountering a sub-policy (which can be a rule, a policy, or a
policy-set in XACML), one knows that the sub-policy will result in one of the 16 values without evaluating
it. Sometimes, however, one is able to narrow this down to a subset of the 16 values without evaluating it.
This may enable us to skip the evaluation of the sub-policy. For example, for a permit rule, its result will
be fPg, fNAg, fP;NAg. If all three outcomes result in changing to the same state (e.g., all three result in
remaining at the current state), then one can skip the evaluation and perform the state transition directly. For
a sub-policy that uses a PCA that has a post-processing step, the post-processing step may limit the possible
outcomes of the sub-policy, which may enable skipping the evaluation of this sub-policy. We point out that
the rule skipping optimization in Section 4.1 is a special case of this.
Reordering. One can change the ordering of evaluation only when two conditions are satisﬁed. First, the
PCA is not order-preserving. Second, the PCO speciﬁed by the matrix is both commutative and associative.
A PCO is commutative if and only if its matrix is symmetric. The associativity of a PCO can also be
determined based on its matrix.
Rules are clearly classiﬁed into permit rules and deny rules, but policies cannot be easily classiﬁed.
Because of this, the reordering optimization is likely to be useful only when combining rules. Sometimes it
may be advantageous to evaluate all permit rules ﬁrst or all deny rules ﬁrst. For example, for deny-overrides
14RCA, it is better to ﬁrst evaluate all deny rules. This can be identiﬁed from the DFA by recognizing that one
kind of rules (e.g., deny rules) can lead to a terminating state (at least one of the possible outcomes leads to
a terminating state), whereas another kind of rules cannot lead to a terminating state (no possible outcome
leads to a terminating state).
Input partitions. Finally, we discuss techniques to enable optimizations of nested evaluations. The key
observation is as follows: When the DFA of the parent PCA is at a given state, certain inputs are equivalent
in that they will lead the DFA to the same resulting state. Hence one can partition the 16 outcomes into
equivalence classes. When evaluating the next sub-policy, one only needs to tell which equivalence class
the result falls in, rather than the precise result. For example, if a parent PCA is only-one-applicable, and
the current state is either fPg or fDg, the 16 outcomes are divided into two equivalence classes: fNAg and
everything else. The former makes the state stay unchanged, while the latter results in fCFg, a terminating
value. When evaluating a sub-policy, one needs only to tell in which class the result falls.
Our algorithm utilizes this information by passing the equivalence classes into the function that evaluates
the sub-policy. This information is then used to further minimize the DFA for the sub-policy, which has
already been minimized based on post-processing. If in the DFA, two states fall into the same equivalent
class, then it may be possible to merge them. For example, if one only needs to differentiate between fNAg
and everything else, the DFA for permit-overrides PCA needs only two states, one for fNAg and the other
for the remaining cases, and the second state is a terminating state. This further minimization enables more
optimizations based on terminating values and rule and policy evaluation skipping.
This DFA minimization step is performed based on partitions determined by where the PCA appears,
thus it cannot be performed using only the description of the PCA. However, the minimization of such a
small DFA (between 4 and 16 states) takes little time. Also, one can cache the minimization result of a DFA
using a particular partition using a hashtable, and reuse the result when the same situation is encountered.
5 PCL’s Expressive Limitations and Extensions
A natural question that arises is: How expressive is PCL? This question has both practical and theoretical
relevance. In this section, we ﬁrst analyze the limitations of PCL and then introduce an extension to PCL,
which can express weak majority and strong permit majority strategies.
5.1 PCL’s Expressive Limitations
For clarity, we assume that policy evaluation errors are always handled by uncertainty and ignore policy
evaluation errors in the discussions below. To understand what PCAs can be expressed in PCL and what
cannot, we need a deﬁnition of PCAs independent of PCL. This is given below.
Deﬁnition 3 A PCA is given by a tuple of four languages hLP;LD;LNA;LCFi over the alphabet of  =
fP;D;NA;CFg, satisfying the conditions that they are mutually disjoint and + = LP [ LD [ LNA [ LCF.
For example, the ﬁrst-applicable PCA can be expressed using regular expression syntax as:
h LP = NA P ; LD = NA D ;
LNA = NA; LCF = NA CF  i:
Viewing PCAs as languages gives us access to the tools developed in formal languages and automata
theory.
15Deﬁnition 4 We say a PCA hLP;LD;LNA;LCFi is regular if and only if the languages LP;LD;LNA;LCF
are regular.
The following (obvious) proposition establishes an upper-bound on the kind of PCAs that can be ex-
pressed in PCL.
Proposition 1 All PCAs that can be speciﬁed in PCL are regular.
Proof. All PCAs speciﬁed in PCL are expressed using DFA, and the languages derived from DFAs are
regular.
This proposition immediately rules out certain PCAs to be expressible in PCL, because they are not
regular.
Corollary 2 Weak majority PCA and strong permit majority PCA cannot be expressed in PCL .
Proof. Weak majority and strong permit majority are not regular, because they require counting to an
unbounded number. A more formal proof is omitted here. It can be shown using the pumping lemma for
regular languages.
While the set of regular PCAs is an upperbound of what can be expressed in PCL, the bound is not tight.
Not all regular PCAs can be expressed, because PCAs in PCL use only ﬁve states.
Proposition 3 There exist regular PCAs that cannot be expressed in PCL.
For example, consider the following policy combining strategy.
At least k. Permit a request if at least k sub-policies permit it. Deny a request if at least k deny. Return CF
if both of the above two conditions hold, and return NA if neither holds.
This is regular for any ﬁxed k, as one can use a DFA which counts how many P’s and D’s have been
encountered so far. We point out that “at least 1” is the same as weak-consensus, which is expressible in
PCL. However, one cannot express “at least 2” in PCL, since it requires differentiating between eight states:
fhi  P;j  Di j i;j 2 f0;1;2+gg;
whereas PCL can distinguish only four of them. Only the four states in  can be used to differentiate states.
If one wants to use the initial state to encode h0P;0Di, then because it must go to NA when encountering
NA, NA must also denote h0  P;0  Di.
Finally, we observe that if a PCA can be expressed using a four-state DFA, such that each of the four
states is the accept state for one of the four languages, then one can convert the DFA into a 44 matrix and
express it in PCL.
5.2 Extensions to PCL
Weak majority and strong permit majority appear quite natural, especially weak majority. We now explore
how to extend PCL to express them. Both strategies require counting. The standard way to do counting
in an automaton is to add a stack, such as a pushdown automaton does. One approach is to keep the
four states we have in PCL and introduce an additional stack. The downside of this approach is that the
behavior is determined by the current state, the current top of stack, and the current input symbol. Specifying
such behavior requires a 4-by-4-by-4 cube, which we feel may be too clumsy to specify and difﬁcult to
understand.
16We thus take the approach of not having a current state and using only the stack to maintain the current
evaluation progress. A next question is: When the evaluation stops, what value should be returned? We
take the approach of returning the top of the stack. An alternative approach is to deﬁne a separate PCO for
processing the content of the stack at the end of evaluation and returns an answer. This is more complicated,
but may offer more expressive power. As it is unclear whether such expressive power is needed, we did not
choose this approach.
Intuitively, to implement weak majority or strong permit majority, when encountering a P with an empty
stack, we will push P onto it; if we then encounter D, we need to pop P so that they cancel out. Here we
have a difﬁculty. The result should be CF because we have an equal and non-zero number of P’s and D’s.
Yet the stack is empty, the same situation as an empty policy, for which we want to return NA. To deal
with this, we introduce a new symbol B that always appear at the bottom of a stack after the evaluation has
encountered at least one input.
The extension, which we call PCL+, still uses a matrix to specify a PCO g; however, there are two
differences from a matrix in PCL. First, a matrix for a PCO contains an additional row for B. Second, cells
in the matrix can contain two extra symbols: push and pop, in addition to  = fP;D;NA;CFg. That is, a
PCO in PCL+ is given by a function:
g :  [ fBg   !  [ fpush;popg:
Policy evaluation in PCL+ uses a stack. Given the next value y 2  to be combined, there are ﬁve cases.
 Start: If the stack is empty, then push ﬁrst the value B and then the value y onto the stack.
 Bottom: If the top of the stack is B, then push g(B;y) onto the stack.
 Push: Otherwise, let x be the value at the top of the stack. If g(x;y) = push, push y onto the stack.
 Pop: If g(x;y) = pop, pop x out from the stack.
 Replace: If g(x;y) 2 , replace the current top (i.e., x) with g(x;y).
PCL can be viewed as a special case of PCL+, where the matrix does not contain push or pop; as a
result, after the “Start” step, only replacing occurs, and B is never at the top of the stack.
To deal with policy evaluation errors, the evaluation state needs to contain a set of stacks, rather than
a single stack. When one encounters a policy error interpreted as uncertainty over a set of values, one
duplicates the current evaluation state (i.e., the stacks) for each additional value in the set, and evaluates
the duplicated stacks for that value. After processing each input, multiple stacks with the same contents are
merged.
Both weak majority and strong permit majority can be speciﬁed in PCL+. The weak majority PCA
can be speciﬁed using the matrix in Figure 5 (a), with no pre-processing and a post-processing step that
maps B to CF. The strong permit majority PCA can be speciﬁed using the matrix in Figure 5 (b), with no
pre-processing and a post-processing step that maps everything other than P to D.
(a) Weak Majority
P1nP2 P D NA CF
P push pop P P
D pop push D D
NA P D NA CF
CF P D CF CF
B P D CF CF
(b) Strong Permit Majority
P1/P2 P D NA CF
P push pop pop pop
D pop push push push
NA pop push push push
CF pop push push push
B P D NA CF
Figure 5: PCOs in matrix using PCL+
There are PCAs that cannot be expressed using PCL+. Consider a “Strong majority” PCA, which
returns P if more than half of the policies return P, returns D if more than half of the policies return D,
and returns NA otherwise. Intuitively, in order to determine whether more than half of the policies return
17P, we make use of the stack to match P with everything else; and in order to determine whether more than
half of the policies return D, we use the stack to match D with everything else. However, with only one
stack in PCL+, we cannot perform matching for both P and D, and at the very beginning of the combining
procedure there is no way to determine whether we should match CF and NA with P or D.
The optimized evaluation techniques we have developed in Section 4 need to be revised for PCL+. This
is a technically challenging and interesting topic and is left for future work.
6 Impacting XACML
While PCL provides a general approach for specifying PCAs, and is useful for any access control policy
language that desires sophisticated policy combining behavior, the place that PCL is mostly likely to have
an immediate impact is XACML. We have developed an XML encoding of PCL, which is described in
Appendix A. XACML has been increasingly adopted in recent years, and is becoming the de facto standard
for specifying access control policies for various applications, especially web services. Currently, version
3.0 of XACML is being developed. We plan to submit our proposal of adding PCL to the XACML standard
group.
Before PCL is adopted by XACML, this paper can impact practice in three ways. First, the discussions
of XACML PCAs and RCAs in this paper can help improve the understanding of them. Second, XACML
PDP implementations can use the techniques in this paper to optimize the evaluation of XACML policies.
Third, some new PCA strategies, such as weak-consensus and strong consensus, can be adopted by future
XACML standards as standard PCAs and RCAs.
A basic core of PCL can be introduced to XACML by allowing PCAs and RCAs speciﬁcations in PCL
using Indeterminate to encode CF. PDP implementations using PCL need to be updated; however PEP
implementations remain unchanged. Hence the same PEP can be served by updated and current versions of
PDPs.
A more thorough level of adoption introduces the value CF, allows the interactions between PDP and
PEP to use sets of values for uncertainty, and allows more ﬂexible types of PEPs than the current three
standard types: basic PEP, deny-based PEP, and permit-based PEP. New types can be deﬁned in ways
similar to the post-processing step of PCAs in PCL.
Whether adopting PCL+ would prove to be useful seems unclear at this moment. Writing PCAs and
RCAs with a stack-based evaluation model seems to be too cumbersome and prone to speciﬁcation mistakes.
We need to investigate if there are simpler abstractions that expand the expressiveness of PCL.
7 Related Work
Many policy languages specify some ﬁxed policy combining behaviors, such as XACML [17], XACL [8],
EPAL [1], SPL [13], and ﬁrewall policies. Policy combing also appears in the access control language in
Bauer et al. [3]. However, none of them provides a formal language for specifying new PCAs. The problem
of combining access control policies has raised signiﬁcant interests in the research community [5, 6, 2, 9,
10, 12, 16]. Our work is more practical and comprehensive. We deal with three important issues that are
not considered in previous approaches. First, we are able to combine an unbounded number of sub-policies.
Second, we deal with policy evaluation errors in a principled way. Third, we have a comprehensive approach
to optimized evaluation.
Bonatti et al. [5] proposed a 2-valued algebra for composing access control policies. Backes et al. [2]
introduced a 3-valued algebra for combining enterprise privacy policies. Their algebra applies to EPAL [1]
18policies, whose effect can be “allow”, “deny”, or “don’t care”. They deﬁned operators such as conjunction,
disjunction, and scoping in the algebra. Bruns el at [6] introduced a 4-valued algebra for policy combination.
They deﬁned a policy as a 4-valued predicate that maps each request to grant, deny, conﬂict, or unspeciﬁed,
which correspond to the four elements of the Belnap bilattice [4]. In these approaches, policy composition
areexpressedusinganalgebraicterm. SinceweallowamatrixtobeusedtospecifyPCOs, onecouldexpress
any algebraic term in PCL, though this may involve a nested policy with different PCAs. For example, a
term P1 + (P1   P3), where + and   are two operators, can be expressed using f1(P1;f2(P1;P3)), where
f1 and f2 are two PCAs using PCOs corresponding + and  . Using algebraic terms, however, one cannot
express how to combine an unbounded number of sub-policies. These approaches also do not deal with
evaluation errors.
Mazzoleni et al. [12] proposed a policy integration algorithm for XACML. Their approach allows an
resource owner to specify how she would like her policies to be combined with third party policies, and
the combination behavior can be based on analyzing the two policies to be combined. For example, one
can specify that two policies are combined using some strategy only if they are similar according to some
measurement of similarity. Such behavior cannot be speciﬁed in PCL, as the combining result on one
request may be depending on how the policies handle other requests. This work, however, proposes only
new combination algorithms, rather than a language for specifying such algorithms.
Kolovski et al. [10] presented a formalization of XACML using description logics. They map the seman-
tics of XACML policies and combining algorithms to a set of logical rules, which allows them to perform
a variety of analysis on XACML policies. The formalization of XACML combining algorithms in this
work, however, is incomplete. It does not deal with policy evaluation errors, nor can it express the only-
one-applicable PCA. The formalization in [10] was not intended to be a language for specifying PCAs and
cannot deal with unbounded number of sub-policies. Wijesekera and Jajodia [16] proposed a propositional
algebra to manipulate access control policies. An interesting aspect about this work is that a policy can be a
non-deterministic set of permission assignments, e.g., a policy may grant either permission A or permission
B but not both. They also use algebraic approach for policy combining, and hence has the same limitations
as other algebraic approaches.
Our work uses automata for policy evaluation. This is related to work on security automata [14, 11],
started by Schneider [14]. Inputs to a security automaton are actions on the objects guarded by the corre-
sponding policy. If the automaton can make a transition on an input, then the target is allowed to perform
that step; otherwise, the security policy is violated. A security automaton in [14] describes the sequence of
actions that are allowed by one policy. We use automaton to combine results from sub-policies, where each
input is a decision rather than an action. We are using similar techniques (automata, in particular) to solve
different problems in access control.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced an expressive policy combining language PCL. PCL can combine an
unbounded number of sub-policies, deals with policy evaluation errors in a principled approach, and has a
comprehensive approach to evaluation optimization. One big advantage of having such a formal language is
that it enables the introduction and usage of new PCAs. Anyone can create a new PCA, and all PCL-enabled
policy evaluation engines will be able to evaluate policies using the PCA. Moreover, PCL overcomes many
problems occurring in XACML and our evaluation optimization techniques based on automata theory enable
new classes of optimizations. Our novel approaches of using uncertainty to handle evaluation errors and
using DFAs to model policy combination can be applied in any access control policy language that needs
19sophisticated policy combining behavior. In particular, we are working on impacting the XACML standard.
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A XML Encoding for PCL
In this section, we present an XML encoding for PCL so that it can be easily integrated into existing
XACML implementations. A PCA speciﬁcation is composed of an optional Pre-processing element, a
DecisionMatrixorDecisionOrderelementandanoptionalPost-processingelement, whichhasthefollowing
format:
PCA :=
<PolicyCombiningAlgorithm
policyCombiningAlgId=name
preserveOrder=(yesjno)>
(pre-processing)?
(decision-matrix j decision-order)
(post-processing)?
</PolicyCombiningAlgorithm>
policyCombiningAlgID denotes the name of the policy combining algorithm and preserveOrder denotes
whether rules/policies need to be evaluated in their listed order.
The Pre-processing element is encoded as follows:
pre-processing :=
<Pre-processing>
(<Map-To-Permit/> j <Map-To-Deny/> j
<Map-To-NotApplicable/> j <Map-To-Conﬂict/>)
<Pre-processing/>
A PCO can be speciﬁed either as a matrix using the DecisionMatrix element or as some operations on
a given order of preference over the possible decisions using the DecisionOrder element. The encoding of
the DecisionMatrix is as follows.
decision-matrix :=
<DecisionMatrix isSymmetric=(yesjno)>
<Permit-Result>
(decision-pair)+
21<Permit-Result/>
<Deny-Result>
(decision-pair)+
<Deny-Result/>
<NotApplicable-Result>
(decision-pair)+
<NotApplicable-Result/>
<Conﬂict-Result>
(decision-pair)+
<Conﬂict-Result/>
<DecisionMatrix/>
decision-pair := <tag1 tag1/>
tag1 := (PermitjDenyjNotApplicablejConﬂictjAny)
Note that the Permit-Result, Deny-Result, NotApplicable-Result and Conﬂict-Result elements denote the
possible values in each cell of the matrix and they may or may not be present. The decision-pair elements
denote the speciﬁc cells of the matrix. The attribute isSymmetric indicates whether the matrix is symmetric
or not. For a symmetric matrix, we only need to specify cells in the half triangle which saves some efforts
when writing a new PCA.
The DecisionOrder element is encoded as follows:
decision-order :=
<DecisionOrder
operator=(MaximumjMinimum)>
<Preference> < tag2= > <Preference/>
<Preference> < tag2= > <Preference/>
<Preference> < tag2= > <Preference/>
<Preference> < tag2= > <Preference/>
<DecisionOrder/>
tag2 := (PermitjDenyjNotApplicablejConﬂict)
Finally, the optional Post-processing element is encoded as follows :
post-processing :=
<Post-processing>
<Permit-Result>
(one-of)* j (any-of)?
<Permit-Result/>
<Deny-Result>
(one-of)* j (any-of)?
<Deny-Result/>
<NotApplicable-Result>
(one-of)* j (any-of)?
<NotApplicable-Result/>
<Conﬂict-Result>
(one-of)* j (any-of)?
22<PolicyCombiningAlgorithm
policyCombiningAlgId=“deny-overrides“
preserveOrder=“no“/>
<Pre-processing> <Map-To-Deny/>
<Pre-processing/>
<DecisionMatrix isSymmetric=“yes“>
<Permit-Result>
<Permit-Permit/> <Permit-NotApplicable/>
<Permit-Result/>
<Deny-Result>
<Deny-Any/> <Conﬂict-Any/>
<Deny-Result/>
<NotApplicable-Result>
<NotApplicable-NotApplicable/>
<NotApplicable-Result/>
<Conﬂict-Result> <Conﬂict-Result/>
<DecisionMatrix/>
<PolicyCombiningAlgorithm/>
Figure 6: XML speciﬁcation of the Deny-Overrides PCA
<Conﬂict-Result/>
<Indeterminate-Result>
(one-of)* j (any-of)?
<Indeterminate-Result/>
<Post-processing/>
one-of := <OneOf> < tag2= > <OneOf/>
any-of := <AnyOf> (< tag2= >)+ <AnyOf/>
Note that the inclusion of each of the result sub-elements is optional. The behaviour with respect to ; can
be deﬁned by having a empty result element. The OneOf and AnyOf elements offer ﬂexibility in terms of
specifying the set of decisions to be mapped. The OneOf elements can be used to specify a particular set of
decisions to be mapped while the AnyOf element can be used to specify some decisions that must appear in
the the set of decisions to be mapped.
To exemplify, ﬁgure 6 shows the standard deny-overrides PCA using the proposed XML syntax. The
ordered-deny-overrides can be similarly speciﬁed with the preserveOrder attribute set to the value “yes”.
Figure 4 shows decision matrices of two other example PCAs that can be speciﬁed in PCL. These matri-
ces can be easily converted into XML format using the proposed XML. For brevity, we omit their XML
presentation here.
B Optimization Algorithms
The algorithms for optimized evaluation are given in Figures 7 and 8.
23eval_pca(PCA, Partitions, P[])
begin
//create a DFA to model the PCA and then minimize it
DFA = new DFA(PCA);
DFA.minimize(Partitions);
//evaluate the policies or policy sets
for(i = 1; i <= P.length; i++)
//determine if the DFA is in a terminating group
if (DFA.inTerminiatingGroup())
return PCA.postMap(DFA.currentState);
//group inputs that lead the DFA to the same next state
inputPartitions = dfa.getInputPartitions();
if (P[i] is policy_set)
Result = eval_pca(P[i].pca, inputPartitions, P[i].policies);
else // P[i] is a policy
Result = eval_rca(P[i].rca, inputPartitions, P[i].rules);
//transit to the next state based on the input
DFA.transit(PCA.preMap(Result));
endFor;
return PCA.postMap(DFA.currentState);
end
Figure 7: Description of the optimization algorithm for PCA
24eval_rca(RCA, Partitions, R[])
begin
//create a DFA to model the PCA and then minimize it
DFA = new DFA(PCA);
DFA.minimize(Partitions);
//evaluate the rules in the policy
for(i = 1; i < R.length; i++)
//determine if the DFA is in a terminating group
if (DFA.inTerminiatingGroup())
return PCA.postMap(DFA.currentState);
//perform rule preference and skipping optimization
//if ordering can be changed
if (canChangeOrder && RCA.PCO.isCommutativeAndAssociative())
if DFA.canSkipPermitRules()
Remove the remaining permit rules;
if DFA.canSkipDenyRules()
Remove the remaining deny rules;
if DFA.preferPermitRules()
Select the next permit rule and switch it with the current R[i+1];
if DFA.preferPermitRules()
Select the next deny rule and switch it with the current R[i+1];
endIf;
Result = eval_rule(R[i]);
DFA.transit(RCA.preMap(result));
endFor;
return RCA.postMap(DFA.currentState);
end
Figure 8: Description of the optimization algorithm for RCA
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